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Abstract: Precision irrigation, defined as an efficient water allocation technique characterized by the optimal management and best collaboration of various factors of the irrigation process, attracts considerable attention in agricultural production and crop cultivation. This paper reviews the latest research developments in water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation, and highlights how irrigation water allocation and integrative management contribute to the high-efficiency performance of precision irrigation techniques; the irrigation models, irrigation infrastructure, and management strategies currently being used are emphasized. Thereafter, the future development prospects in water allocation and integrative management could be systematically analyzed and subsequently explored. Some frontier techniques such as data-oriented irrigation management, performance-proven water allocation, and cloud-based irrigation control are among the critical technologies capable of building a sustainable, integrative, and evolutionary irrigation system while providing the higher quality and efficiency needed for a full application of precision irrigation. This review could be used as an effective reference to study the complicated correlations between precision irrigation and its constructive influences in different environmental conditions, and to facilitate the practical promotion of irrigation productivity with higher accuracy and increased reliability of returns.
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1. Introduction

Precision irrigation can be defined as an efficient collaboration and precise application of water to meet specific requirements of individual plants or management units and minimize related adverse environmental impacts. As a holistic coordinated performance, precision irrigation not only enables the emergence of more flexible and reactive operational systems, but also involves the optimal management and best operation of agricultural irrigation systems; therefore, it has been employed in response to the growing problem of water scarcity and the need for more effective irrigation management. Precision irrigation comprises a wide range of participant component systems, both at on-farm plot and scheme levels, corresponding to different management and monitoring realities, and having the potential to be applied as an effective water-allocation support tool for cropping patterns in an irrigated area and irrigation scheduling [1]. Direct benefits of the water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation are expected in the following.
(1) Irrigation collaboration. Advanced design methods and optimization tools of irrigation equipment enable the development of water allocation with both physical and virtual prototyping for the optimum collaboration of irrigation systems, which are capable of representing spatial and temporal water allocation variations within the agricultural field at a compatible resolution with farming management activities [2].

(2) Water resource supply. Water resources immediately transmitted to the whole supply chain of precision irrigation enable a constant synchronization between advanced water allocation control and mechanism adaptation to unforeseen environmental changes, giving farmers higher precision and flexibility in water allocation and scheduling implementation in practice.

(3) Irrigation implementation. Using stage irrigation objectives as elements of water allocation allows instantaneous collection of data about influential factors related to the agricultural production system [3]. It is possible to adjust the corroborative behavior of the irrigation system under unusual cultivation conditions or environmental condition changes, which helps to determine the optimal timing of irrigation when planning water allocation schemes.

This article provides a throughout overview of the research developments in water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness, and explains how they contribute to the sustainability and stability of irrigated agriculture. In the past several years, the water allocation mechanism of precision irrigation makes remarkable contributions to the appropriate redistribution of water resources in the irrigated soil. Moreover, the integrative management effectiveness in irrigation practices becomes a decisive benchmark for accurate calibration of irrigated agriculture, especially in typical application cases such as moisture infiltration measurement, adaptive irrigation scheduling, and dynamic groundwater distribution. However, it is regretful that such important topics have rarely been focused on and discussed before, even if no previous research has provided such an important and flushed out the review on water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness, which presents a major obstacle to the increase of irrigation efficiency and promotion of irrigation techniques during agricultural crop production. Therefore, it is an urgent need to propose a comprehensive review of these key topics to demonstrate their uniqueness and originality for precision irrigation. According to this conditional requirement, firstly, a systematic overview focusing on the water allocation mechanism is presented, followed by a set of concentrated comparisons of the performance properties of water allocation techniques in regards to the factors influencing irrigation environment; secondly, the integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation is outlined; thirdly, with the future development prospects of precision irrigation being discussed, this paper makes conclusion eventually.

2. Water Allocation Mechanism of Precision Irrigation

High-efficient water allocation mechanism can be defined as the accurate and efficient distribution strategies of water resources to increase agricultural productivity and increase crop yield in practical irrigation applications. Appropriate irrigation water allocation can reduce water losses, overcome topographic constraints, avoid uncontrolled water/soil withdrawals, and be used to accurately measure the exact amount of water consumed [4].

As shown in Figure 1, the research progress and equipment developments in the water allocation mechanism produced significant advantages including higher water use efficiency (WUE), lower energy requirements, higher field yields, and better quality of harvested crops. Environmental maintenance and resource recyclings are necessary irrigation parametric coefficients or influential process factors, that lead to the environment-oriented water allocation monitoring and information management abilities to attain environmental maintenance and resource recycling. The water allocation mechanism facilitates the soil/water balance, and determines optimal irrigation schedule and cropping pattern in irrigated agriculture. Given a large amount of generic and pervasive research on this topic, three major problems arise.
(1) Determining how to build a generic and effective water allocation scheme that enables the increase of WUE and acceleration of moisture infiltration in field soil for their performance benchmarking. The inner architecture and inherent principles of water allocation mechanism should be investigated further to standardize and facilitate their wide application, which appears to be currently important.

(2) Determining the optimal method to integrate the necessary elements of water allocation in a given precision irrigation system. As irrigation efficiency should be monitored closely and enhanced significantly, the schedule principle and control architecture in water allocation need to be simultaneously synchronized. The instantaneous investigation of irrigation turn duration, based on the coordinated behavior of the water allocation system or the adaptive control of moisture infiltration, makes the task more challenging as it requires the water resource allocation responsible for the irrigation scenario management to be omniscient.

(3) Defining a full set of water allocation scenarios that are representative of the diversity of irrigation requirements encountered and resource allocation objectives expected. Currently, the applicable research on this topic is still too limited and the studies do not cover the whole scope of the water allocation mechanism.

Figure 1. Research progress and equipment development in the water allocation mechanism.

As defined in the water research literature, the technical adaptivity of precision irrigation is the capacity of the water allocation system to collaboratively work with other facility parts, which is
related to the physical connections of different components in irrigation systems. Considering the adaptivity, as the efficiency and uniformity of precision irrigation can be maintained from the complex and diverse schedule-based systems by considering weather, soil, water, and crop data, a decision support system (DSS) model was designed to acquire real-time water/soil and environmental data using a wireless sensor network [5,6]. Motivated by this technological tendency, a radial basis function type of neural network was used to predict the hourly requirement of soil moisture content (MC) as well as the required soil evapotranspiration using the Penman–Monteith method or the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) model. Similarly, a fuzzy-logic-based weather-dependent irrigation control mechanism was developed and integrated with an interoperable decision support system (DSS) to generate adequate water allocation notifications by interfacing with Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) modem. Some researches [7–9] indicated that precision irrigation performance could be determined using the amount of supplied water, water delivery infrastructure, use of groundwater, water allocation method, infrastructure size, and the price paid for irrigation resource consumption. Therefore, the practical irrigation systems with high energy demands should only be used when they permit reductions in the irregularity of water supply and shortage of risks in water resource allocation.

To quantify the constructive influence of indoor water allocation mechanism on crop productivity and grain yield, a greenhouse irrigation experiment conducted revealed that thin shallow moist dry irrigation (TSMDI) had significantly higher water productivity [10], and the irrigation water consumption could be reduced remarkably, indicating that local data information on root growth patterns is crucial to understanding cultivar adaptations to ensure precise deficit irrigation [11]. Similarly, the ratio of irrigation water need to groundwater recharge (IGR ratio) was assessed based on the distributed water balance model mGROWA, a deterministic distributed water balance model developed at the Forschungszentrum Jülich on behalf of the Ministry for the Environment, Energy and Climate Protection of Lower Saxony, German, in cooperation with the State Agency for Mining, Energy and Geology, it has been developed to determine water balance variables, including groundwater recharge in large areas under present and possible future climate conditions, which showed that the delineated vulnerable areas coincide with the field regions for which high irrigation quantities from groundwater resources had been previously documented [12].

Regarding the performance of effective water allocation in surface irrigation, there is an investigation on the soil texture, plot size, and farmers’ practices significantly affect water allocation efficiency and surface irrigation performance [13]. Reference [14] indicated that variable alternate furrow irrigation (VAFI) reduces the winter wheat grain yield, dry matter, and grain number per spike. Fu et al. used chaos theory to analyze the water resource allocation mechanism behind the response of irrigation water use efficiency (IWUE) to precipitation in specific agricultural irrigation districts [15]. By analyzing the factors influencing water allocation mechanism, Liang et al. studied the concentration prediction of irrigation effectiveness and the four-dimensional fuzzy correlation in water allocation [16,17]. Table 1 lists several key factors influencing irrigation water allocation and summarizes the latest investigations on this subject, including the following:

1. More precise allocation method of irrigation water resource allocation under different precipitation conditions and uncertain water supply;
2. Providing sufficient and efficient compensation for the losses due to moisture evaporation, and developing water-saving irrigation technologies during the process of precision irrigation;
3. Installing moisture-monitoring probes in soil fields and enhancing the supervision system of water allocation for better adapting to the actual irrigation environment; and
4. Studying the consumptive elements of irrigation water and investigating the transfer of non-consumptive water allocation factors.
Table 1. Key influential factors for water allocation mechanism in precision irrigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approaches and Methods</th>
<th>Application Methods and Experimental Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS); Design of Reservoirs of regulation in On-Demand Irrigation Networks (DRODIN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction and monitoring</td>
<td>Flexible Irrigation Scheduling Decision Support System (FIS-DSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation scheduling and planning</td>
<td>Pressurized irrigation system; minimum total annual cost; irrigation decision-making; structural equation model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irrigation management</td>
<td>Variable Rate Irrigation (VRI); t-copula function; power conversion coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability of soil water content</td>
<td>Improve water allocation mechanism performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field layout</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since irrigated agriculture requires high-performance reliability from water delivery networks and high flows to satisfy various technological demands at seasonal peak times, the use of satellite imagery to aid with precise water allocation has become a hot topic [38]. The monitoring of crop water consumption, also known as actual evapotranspiration (ETa), through the use of satellite imagery and remote-sensing-based monitoring algorithms is crucial for constructing prudent allocation strategies using limited freshwater resources [39]. Inspired by this situation, Trezza et al. completed a crop estimation of evapotranspiration (ETc) using satellite images to obtain the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) for precise water allocation [40]. Since the dynamics of maize, alfalfa, fruit trees, and poplars can be analyzed using greenness and wetness extracted from satellite remote sensing data [41], Zhang et al. proposed an intelligent water allocation method for farmland irrigation and drainage system based on domestic high-resolution satellite images, which considered both spectral features and geometry features of farmland irrigation and drainage system [42,43]. Their experimental analysis demonstrated that the accuracy of satellite imagery satisfies the water allocation need for large-scale and rapid extraction for precise irrigation and drainage systems [44]. Similarly, Araya et al. successfully mapped the seasonal cultivated area based on satellite images, and combined water allocation information from multiple bands to characterize the land surface in terms of spectral indices, such as NDVI and surface temperature (Ts) [45]. The capability of crop water stress index (CWSI), based on satellite thermal infrared data for estimating water stress and irrigation scheduling, was evaluated [46]. They found that water allocation schedules can be monitored using satellite imagery without any need for ground ancillary data. In the past several years, relevant water allocation tests were undertaken for crop cultivation by applying the Penman–Monteith method [47], e.g., the disaggregation based on physical and theoretical scale change (DISPATCH) algorithm was
proposed to downscale soil moisture satellite data by combining the low-resolution Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS) satellite soil moisture data with the high-resolution NDVI and land surface temperature (LST) datasets [48]. Satellite imagery could also be used to determine and compare the water allocation variations; some investigations assessed the risk of land degradation and water allocation changes using Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) and Spectral Mixture Analysis (SMA) [49,50]. Others confirmed that the efficacy of high-resolution remote sensing images and the maximum likelihood method in estimating water allocation [51]. Inspired by this method, Laura et al., presented HidroMap as a geographic water allocation information system (GIS) organized in two different modules, desktop-GIS and web-GIS, with complementary functions based on the PostgreSQL/PostGIS database [52]. Saraiva et al. detected the center pivot irrigation systems to a constellation of planet scope images, which provides an important support tool for water/soil management and water allocation decision making [53]. Corbari et al. and Ali et al. found that satellite-driven image models and meteorological forecasts could provide support for smart water allocation systems [54,55]. Correspondingly, Knipper et al. investigated the utility of satellite-derived maps of evapotranspiration (ET) and the ratio of actual-to-reference ET (fRET) based on the remotely sensed land surface temperature (LST) imagery [56]. Tan et al. also reported the potential of the ET strategy using satellite-based imagery monitoring of water consumption dynamics [3]. All these investigations confirmed the potential of using satellite imagery to aid in precise water allocation.

These theoretical and technical investigations formed a consistent vision of the water allocation mechanism for precision irrigation system, providing a solid basis for analysis in this systematic review.

3. Integrative Management Effectiveness of Precision Irrigation

The integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation can be regarded as the operational effect or maintenance influence when all the components of the irrigation system are used together to achieve the objective of optimal agricultural irrigation. The implementation of integrative irrigation management requires a harmonized application of management tools, including the schedule models, on-site monitoring systems, remote sensing, etc., ultimately leading to the collaborative development of crop cultivation based on practical meteorological conditions and current soil/plant water need.

To guarantee the optimal performance of a precision irrigation system, three major steps are required:

(1) Generic model definition for integrative management effectiveness. The existing irrigation methods based upon specific flow models are poorly coupled with generic management approaches. Therefore, it is necessary to define the generic management effectiveness of both the working principle and the collaborative behavior of irrigation system to enable accurate verification for system collaboration;

(2) model-driven integrative management effectiveness. This task is dedicated to proving the validity of integrative management effectiveness by generating a fully-functional irrigation schedule conforming to previous management models. This task should be supported by irrigation expertise in the field of resource distribution model transformations;

(3) formal verification of integrative management effectiveness. This task is meant to evaluate the feasibility of applying formal verification to integrative management effectiveness to prove the unique properties of an irrigation system that are valuable for agricultural productivity control. Given the expected management results, information feedback from the water/soil resource management might be required to refine the proposed control methods to achieve irrigation management objectives.

From the above-mentioned analysis, based on the generic model definition step for integrative management effectiveness, a novel model of Linked Simulation Optimization (LSO) matched to the Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA) was formulated for conjunctive irrigation management [57]. Ghumman et al. investigated the operations of an upstream control irrigation system with respect
to management effectiveness [58]; the results indicated that excess supply of water to the irrigation system could be saved. From their demonstrations, the management effectiveness would help improve irrigation operations where satisfactory irrigation conditions are available.

Based on the investigation step of model-driven integrative management effectiveness, the current on-farm irrigation management methods for maize, water equity, and crop productivity can be enhanced using genetic algorithms in the Doroodzan network of agricultural irrigation [59]. Similarly, there are some researches suggested that integrative irrigation treatments, namely full drip (DT), full border (BT), deficit drip (DDT), and deficit border (DBT) irrigation treatments, tended to increase WUE and field yield, which confirmed their satisfactory effects on crop returns [60–62].

To assess the integrative management effectiveness of irrigation density, Mangalassery et al. indicated that in areas with limited facilities for field irrigation, appropriate management of water resources can considerably increase the fruit yield and net income [63]. Goldhamer et al. provided a set of management information that could be used in irrigation decision-making conditions, including how to evaluate the risks and rewards of seeking/acquiring additional water supplies in an unsatisfactory environment [64]. Zema et al. strategically analyzed irrigation water delivery to determine whether the optimal integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation is possible by implementing measurement at a lower cost compared to structural irrigation works [65]. An effectiveness simulation compares traditional irrigation with the integrative managed water supply, and illustrated the notion of integrated resource management effectiveness for complex irrigation communities [66].

Soil salinization is a key issue in irrigated areas as it substantially impacts crop productivity. It is a widespread problem and a major abiotic constraint affecting global food production and threatening food security. Morshed et al. attempted to detect soil salinity using remote sensing and geographic information system [67]. Current investigations have focused on effective methods to prevent soil salinization through effective management of irrigation applications. For instance, Li et al. evaluated the utility of field-derived spectra of saline soils and related vegetation for characterizing and mapping the spatial distribution of irrigation-induced soil salinization [68]. Navarro et al. focused on the mutual relationship between saline water evaporation from soil surfaces and water table depths [69, 70]. Macroscopic numerical simulations demonstrated that higher soil concentrations of salinity in deeper water tables are attributed to less evaporation [23]. Groundwater level is the main factor affecting the distribution of soil salinity, but the response relationship between the spatial distribution of soil salt and the groundwater level remains unclear [71]. To clarify the patterns of soil salinization responding to precision irrigation, Liang et al. [16, 17] and Singh et al. [72] contributed excellent achievements in the domain of quantitative calibration domain of irrigation effect.

Since partial root drying irrigation (PRD) is a representative water-saving technique and is performed as a control measure of groundwater nitrogen contamination, Barzegari et al. evaluated the interaction effect of ordinary furrow irrigation (OFI), PRD irrigation as the variable alternate furrow irrigation (VAFI), and fixed alternate furrow irrigation (FAFI), with different nitrogen application rates on yield quality, drainage water, nitrogen leaching, nitrogen uptake, and nitrogen efficiency indices through the application of integrative management of precise root drying irrigation [73]. The amount of N fertilizer should be reduced in proportion to the amount of water available under VAFI. In support of this conclusion, probability distribution functions (PDF) were used to control the applied water depth by high-efficiency management of irrigation equipment [74]. The management analysis provided an important effectiveness reference for water resource distribution under irrigation conditions.

As decision making is one fundamental intelligent property for integrative irrigation management, it can be derived as choice and ranking composed of irrigation conditional preparation, soil parametric monitoring, irrigation logic triggering, design of operational decisions, irrigation effectiveness evaluation, and application of irrigation decisions, which are recursive and can be implemented in different layers of management architectures. Since an eco-hydrological model, called the soil and water assessment tool (SWAT), is used worldwide for simulating hydrology and water quality of agricultural catchments, Maier et al. experimented with the application of SWAT for constructing
appropriate irrigation management strategies [75]. Their integrative managed results showed that by using deficit control strategies and intelligent decision-making, the water consumption could be remarkably reduced with only a moderate decrease in crop yield, verifying the promising and positive influence of integrative irrigation management on crop water use.

As integrative irrigation management is generally based on the coordinated measurement and instantaneous control of soil water content or meteorological parameters for modeling evapotranspiration, Alghory and Yazar evaluated the crop water stress index (CWSI) according to the conventional irrigation management strategies [76]. The obtained relationships could be employed for predicting the yield response to water stress. The efficient use of irrigation water remains a major concern because of increasing competition for water resources and the pressing need to enhance crop productivity worldwide. A decision-making tool for irrigation management was therefore developed to enhance water use with reference to the proposed soil water balance and crop water satisfaction models [77]. However, subjectively establishing irrigation management schemes often result in excessive water use and significant fertilizer leaching [78]. Using stem psychrometers to directly measure plant water status (PWS), the relationship between water stress, prevailing environmental conditions, and species-specific stress-tolerance thresholds can be characterized to enable high-efficiency integrative management effectiveness. Table 2 describes the key influential factors for integrative irrigation management. More innovative achievements in effectiveness verification and performance assessment can be referenced from the literature [79–82].

(1) The basic goal of precision irrigation to increase agricultural yield with minimum water input and reduced environmental pollution. This is required in developing countries and small-scale farms. However, the high-tech nature of the precision irrigation developed in advanced countries poses challenges for small-scale farmers, ordinary agricultural enterprises, and technical engineers when finding suitable irrigation technologies in developing countries such as China, Brazil, and India. The challenges include the technology level, the real-time data processing capability, and the cost of implementing and maintaining irrigation applications [41]. As small-scale farms are responsible for about 80% of irrigated agriculture in developing countries and their importance in contributing to the global agricultural production chain is expected to increase in the future [3,39], it is necessary to design simple, low-cost, and data-effective measures for water allocation and their integrative management to assist socio-economic development. Precision irrigation embraces the concept of sustainable intensification of agricultural production by reducing water inputs by achieving a precise soil/moisture equilibrium. An irrigation application mechanism is required that allows visualization and compilation of the data measured by moisture and pH sensors used in a smart agriculture system. This application minimizes the users’ direct interaction with the irrigation control system while improving convenience and the control of the irrigation process when required. Using this irrigation application mechanism, the farmer can monitor, collect, and process soil and irrigation information at a low cost.

(2) The application of balanced precision irrigation technologies is expected based on the specific socio-economic conditions in developing countries and small-scale farms. Here, precision irrigation mainly depends on the parametric calibration of crop cultivation and soil management based on fuzzy decision-making rather than on empirical and visual analyses. Motivated by this tendency, construction and maintenance technology for precision irrigation and drainage works should be appropriate for developing countries.

(3) Encourage small-scale farmers/users in developing countries to use the Internet to obtain free information on the soil and water properties of agricultural farms using irrigation. Geographic information system (GIS) has been used to support agricultural irrigation. In the interest of farmers and agricultural enterprises, internet control and related intelligent techniques have been incorporated into the irrigation apparatus; thus, the costs of systems managers could be markedly reduced, so high-speed data/information connectivity systems (computers/Internet) need to be
developed in rural areas. This system could be used to automatically identify which areas are suitable for arable land and to determine the best crop for a particular region.

(4) Appropriate irrigation solutions enable small-scale farmers to become agricultural experts by using modern farming concepts and advanced irrigation equipment, or service provider entrepreneurs selling irrigation technologies in the rural areas in developing countries. A planned number of irrigation tests and data analyses are required after the application of precision irrigation. Future strategies for the adoption of precision irrigation should consider the problems of land fragmentation, the lack of highly sophisticated technical centers, specific software for precision irrigation, and the poor economic condition, in general, of farmers in the developing world.

(5) Though integrating all these newly-proposed techniques into precision irrigation applications, more benefits than costs are generated for practical agricultural production conditions. The precision irrigation practices currently being implemented provide opportunities for alternative practices to increase agricultural irrigation effectiveness in those developing countries while minimizing the negative impacts on the working environment. To realize this, close collaborative efforts are needed among farmers, agricultural enterprises, farm associations, community groups, machinery manufacturers, research and extension agencies, and other public and private agencies, to effectively reduce the agricultural production costs and make the improved precision irrigation technique more suitable for the practical requirements of farmers and users in the developing world.

Table 2. Key influential factors in integrative management effectiveness in precision irrigation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Opan et al. [83]; Mabay et al. [84]</th>
<th>Barradas et al. [85]; Dhong et al. [25]</th>
<th>Yang et al. [23]</th>
<th>Navarro et al. [69,70]; García and Fereres [87]; Pramanik et al. [88]</th>
<th>Awan et al. [91]; Khadra et al. [92]; Saavoss et al. [93]</th>
<th>Li et al. [68]; Expósito et al. [94]; Lu et al. [95]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigation Results and Technical Improvements</td>
<td>Data processing suppliers association (DPSA)</td>
<td>Predictive control</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Markov decision process (MDP)</td>
<td>Adaptivity</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R-model predictive control (RMPC)</td>
<td>Cultivation productivity</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large-scale withdrawals of groundwater</td>
<td>Trade-off between water and energy</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interoperable model coupling system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine unique irrigation properties and verify the effectiveness and reliability of integrative management, Saini et al., carried out a field experiment using different planting methods and irrigation schemes [96]. The best applicable irrigation parameters that lead to significant reductions in total water use and characterize soil moisture spread along furrow were determined [72]. The rate of water discharge and the cut-off length of furrow should be considered to increase IWUE for improving management effectiveness. The impacts of irrigation management strategies on soil and plant water status and fluxes in photosynthesis and chamber transpiration were studied [97]. Their effectiveness verification results showed that, with the exception of the regulated deficit irrigation (RDI) treatment,
water stress increase reduces the physiological parameters of an irrigation system due to stomatal and non-stomatal limiting factors. Motivated by this finding, Laurenson et al. monitored the soil–water dynamics with a center-pivot irrigation system on rolling lands [98]; they found the irrigator should check excess water consumption and reduce the infiltration rate and wetting soil depth of precision irrigation to increase water productivity. Similarly, Wu et al. proposed a risk management analysis model for quantifying the risk of crop production due to the variation in moisture infiltration and cultivation area or uncertainty of agro-climate factors, such as the total precipitation, average temperature, total sunshine, and average solar radiation, which reflect climate change, irrigation water quality, surface water, and groundwater level, respectively [71]. Some other existing problems could be addressed, such as management effectiveness comparisons and dynamic integrative coordination between irrigation components, subject to various agricultural production conditions.

Based on the objectives and the implementation framework of modern integrated water resources management (IWRM), Pan et al. estimated the effect of the human organization on the management performance of water resources [99]. To increase irrigation production, they found that public participation must be developed, administration ability must be improved, and sufficient financial support must be provided for irrigation management organization. Rouge et al. identified key water resource vulnerabilities by considering the stability of human organization [100]. Based on this idea, agricultural management organizations should propose effective measures for irrigation promotion according to the actual irrigation situation [33,101]. Shindo et al. tried to increase the working efficiency of management organizations, by eliminating excess water intake and reducing the number of water conflicts [102].

Considerable evidence show that irrigation infrastructure is playing an increasingly important role in promoting the technical developments of precision irrigation, while irrigation infrastructure is improving the measurement accuracy of water allocation, robustly maintaining the equilibrium of agricultural water provision [103]. Wang et al. investigated the role of local irrigation infrastructure in improving farmers’ ability to respond to drought [104]. Together with its infiltration effectiveness in mitigating the drought risk during agricultural crop production, they found that irrigation infrastructure contributes to enhancing farm production capacity in adapting to drought, simultaneously increasing mean yield and reducing risk exposure in crop cultivation. Watts et al. demonstrated that the adaptive management of irrigation infrastructure helps to improve infiltration effectiveness through effective organization collaboration and the timely provision of irrigation monitoring results [105]. Suhardiman and Diana urged the development of several effective water management organizations for farmers, and regarded infrastructure—oriented development as the basic foundation for effectiveness promotion [106]. Paranage et al. also concluded that the construction of water infrastructure influences the degree of irrigation users’ dependence on each other [107]. So, based on these descriptions, the constructive effects of real-time irrigation water resources, irrigation infrastructure, and management organizations on the water allocation mechanism and integrative management of precision irrigation, could be clearly determined.

As a brief summary, Figure 2 explains the aspects concerning the integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation, which cover the majority of agricultural irrigation applications, including its importance and necessity, application characteristics, optimization design, allocation mechanism, intelligent controlling, and allocation influence. All these aspects contribute to the systematic investigation of integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation from unique perspectives.
4. Future Development Prospects

The rapid development of precision irrigation techniques, together with their constructive applications and comprehensive influences, already covers most of the agricultural and horticultural domains. They presented systematic irrigation investigations into new areas of environment correlation and cultivation effectiveness. In this review, we use literature bibliometrics diagrams to describe the research advances in precision irrigation in water allocation and integrative management. These diagrams use hierarchical data to display the influence of key research subjects and logical correlations within the irrigation domain, demonstrating the influence structure and citation relationships. Within literature bibliometrics, the fundamental assumption is that the frequency with which a set of research papers being referenced is a measure of the impact or influence of research subjects, by counting the real-time publications and citations within influential irrigation journals. Using this method, scientific precision irrigation results can be communicated visually through diagrams, visualizations, and photographs. The combination of an investigation subject, development level, and constructive influence provide a unified framework for research analysis.

Using the newly-developed bibliographic citation analysis data ranging from soil quality to moisture infiltration rates, we classified more than 700 published irrigation papers into approximately 30 separate fields and several research levels. Literature bibliometrics searches for a large number of documents to classify the figures, organize the results and conclusions into a cloud-hosted database, and finally drive distinct applications to support bibliometric analysis and information retrieval. Herein, the fields of water supply and soil moisture equilibrium were found to have the highest citation influence in the past several years. A figure processing mechanism was used to classify different investigation topics and to study the resulting patterns of data information in relation to technological impact. A significant correlation between scientific impact and data information was
identified. Therefore, we used these bibliometric results to articulate the organization and presentation of irrigation investigation.

Figure 3 depicts a literature bibliometrics diagram drafted by VOSviewer (Developed by the Research Centre for Science and Technology Studies, Leiden University, PO Box 9500, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands), which is a software useful tool for constructing and visualizing bibliometric radial networks that were used for precision irrigation investigation in this review. These informative networks extract data from journals, researchers, or individual publications, and they can be constructed based on co-citation, bibliographic coupling, or co-authorship relationships. VOSviewer also offers a text-mining functionality that can be employed to construct and illustrate co-occurrence networks of important terms searched from the scientific literature. From the text mining, in the label view of VOSviewer, different research items are highlighted by colored circles. Its font and circle sizes depend on the weight of the subject item and hierarchical data structure. VOSviewer shows that in the water allocation mechanism of precision irrigation, the subjects of recent focus can be roughly categorized into the following four groups:

1. Water allocation schedule and resource arrangement mechanism, demonstrating that some important subjects, especially water allocation procedure, water quality, infiltration rate, irrigation interval, arrangement complication, and water saline, have strong connections with actual applications of water allocation schedules or are considerably influenced by the resource arrangement mechanism;
2. water allocation performance index, demonstrating that some important subjects, especially moisture concentration, water quality, infiltration uniformity, the water use coefficient, crop species, and water resource filter, have contributed to the optimization of water allocation performance;
3. resource allocation policy and adaptive water supply mechanism, demonstrating that some important aspects, especially agricultural production policy, dynamic irrigation simulation, environmental water supply, irrigation net-benefit, mechanism optimization, adaptive water supply calibration, and actual irrigation climate, have strong connections with the actual application of agricultural resource allocation policy or are strongly influenced by adaptive water supply mechanism;
4. field productivity and yield statistics, demonstrating that some important factors, especially tillage science, fertilizer distribution, soil condition, crop yield, field big-data, water drainage, annual harvest emission, actual farm income, and water use efficiency, showed a close relationship with field productivity or could be accurately analyzed using yield statistics.

Correspondingly, Figure 4 is a literature bibliometrics diagram drafted by VOSviewer. In the domain of integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation, its recently-focused subjects can be roughly categorized into the following five groups:

1. Management strategy and effectiveness assessment, demonstrating that some important areas, especially irrigation quality, water-use protocol, field moisture evaporation, water-saving strategies, soil surface characteristics, and the threshold value of irrigation decision-making, have strong connections with actual irrigation management or are clearly affected by irrigation effectiveness assessment;
2. resource management effect and field productivity, demonstrating that some important aspects, especially water resource balance, water distribution competition, crop productivity, agriculture growth stage, air humidity, and management limitation, have contributed to the integrative investigation of resource management effect and field productivity;
3. management network and promotion capability, demonstrating that some aspects, especially irrigation control, moisture infiltration volume, irrigation sensor network, irrigation control capability, productivity prediction reliability, environmental moisture, irrigation monitoring operation, and simulation software for precision irrigation, connect with the management network and facilitate promotion capability during precision irrigation processes;
irrigation parametric coefficient and management limitation, demonstrating that some important areas, especially remote sensing of irrigation parameters, actual water demand, irrigation field mapping, moisture infiltration coefficient, and greenhouse productivity, showed a close relationship with irrigation parametric coefficient, or limit irrigation management; and

(5) resource supply and management scenarios, demonstrating that some important subjects, especially data calculation for resource management, environmental water status, crop canopy, water potential capability, air temperature, supply indicator for water resource, soil moisture ratio, and soil source management, have strong connections with the actual applications of agricultural resource supply or are demonstrated in management scenarios.

Figure 3. Bibliometrics diagram concerning the most-relevant keywords in the water allocation mechanism of precision irrigation, the focused topics and their mutual correlations investigated from 1999–2019 can be described and highlighted.

From the aforementioned analysis, the contributions of water allocation mechanism and appropriate integrative management effectiveness to precision irrigation can be summarized as follows:

(1) Optimal water resource allocation toward connected, autonomous and, decentralized decision support for precision irrigation systems,
(2) dynamic water resource allocation coordination toward adaptability and improved real-time control capabilities in complex irrigation processes,
(3) data-oriented irrigation monitoring architecture toward big data analysis and distributed intelligence networks throughout the whole irrigation operation,
(4) product-centric control approach for precision irrigation process toward integrative management effectiveness and irrigation data adaptivity,
(5) web-oriented irrigation management principles toward service orientation and secure communication between different components of an intelligent irrigation system, and ensure their optimal coordination,
(6) synthesis of integrative management effectiveness to meet precision irrigation requirements in actual agricultural production conditions.

Figure 4. Bibliometrics diagram concerning integrative management effectiveness of precision irrigation.

As studies on these topics have rapidly increased, several major theoretical and technical subjects should be investigated.

(1) Water allocation improvement. The currently-used irrigation methods are mainly based on inappropriate water allocation. Specific water concentration is rarely the focus, and generic moisture infiltration has been poorly analyzed. It is, therefore, necessary to design and use accurate models of water allocation to enable the accurate prediction of water infiltration to improve irrigation effectiveness. This task is dedicated to validating the water allocation mechanism by generating a fully functioned irrigation scheme that conforms to previous water resource allocation models.

(2) Formal verification of moisture infiltration and water resource allocation efficiency to evaluate the feasibility of applying operational verification to the irrigation scheduling models defined previously to verify the environmental adaptivity of irrigation approaches that are valuable for the temporal monitoring of crop cultivation. Considering agricultural productivity, feedback loops in water allocation models might be necessary to refine irrigation efficiency and schedule reliability to reach the predetermined target of field productivity.

(3) Environment-oriented decision making. The increase in monitoring information connectivity between irrigation systems and environmental conditions, enabling highly-efficient crop cultivation through the integrative irrigation management network. Integrative irrigation management synchronizes the sprinkling precipitation of representative crop cultivation sites. This objective poses a challenge as the adaptive response time of irrigation decision-making...
networks is incompatible with those needed for agricultural production control. An innovative water irrigation monitoring approach integrating multi-level schedule applications and implementing novel irrigation services for multi-objective irrigation optimization would help realize intelligent irrigation.

(4) Irrigation process virtualization—promoting integrative management effectiveness. The management features of aggregation and autonomy inherent to precision irrigation systems are of concern for the novel design and effective operation of adaptive management strategies. The virtualization of integrative management effectiveness should be defined and the collaborative irrigation process between the decision-making stage and the irrigation implementation stage should be studied to demonstrate the effectiveness of integrative management and make it available for other process virtualizations of precision irrigation.

(5) Sustainability—resource efficiency. Resource management through the notion of intelligent irrigation requires massively distributed, scalable, and coordinated control, for which a comprehensive perspective will be relevant. Control of precision irrigation activity for crop cultivation or agricultural production will also be affected by the availability of resource consumption from the soil, field, or irrigation water. This final direction is largely based on the connectivity of irrigation resources using efficiency, which provides accurate access to the instant and planned resource consumption needed for irrigation scheduling, intelligent decision-making, and high-efficiency precision irrigation implementation afterward.

The most-cited development tendencies and expanding application areas of irrigation models, together with their influential factor contributions, are illustrated in Table 3. Based on this description, it analyzes the technique advantages, development prospects, and representative application cases, of irrigation models in actual agricultural production. Table 3 indicates that such typical models and irrigation techniques as DSSAT, ACO/LIDM, AquaGIS, SWAP, AquaCrop, etc., were employed in deficit irrigation, pressurized irrigation, and dynamic water allocation, for small farmers in developing countries, including India, Turkey, Brazil, and China. With the help of these models and techniques, the focused irrigation topics could be determined conveniently.

Table 3. The advantages and development prospects of representative irrigation models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Development Prospects</th>
<th>Representative Cases of Actual Application and Systems</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DSSAT</td>
<td>Optimum collaboration of irrigation factors</td>
<td>Irrigation water effectiveness measurement</td>
<td>Irrigation performance assessment for crop deficit irrigation at the tertiary canal level in the Nile Delta of Egypt</td>
<td>[5,35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ACO/LIDM</td>
<td>Optimize the irrigation characteristics from chaotic data</td>
<td>Data-oriented artificial intelligence irrigation</td>
<td>Optimal network construction for sprinkler and drip irrigation in Cuenca, Spain</td>
<td>[2,22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AquaGIS</td>
<td>Real-time feedback integrating environmental information</td>
<td>Improvement of soil moisture uniformity</td>
<td>Increasing water productivity in an irrigation district in the Hei River Basin, China</td>
<td>[18,71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SWAP</td>
<td>Corroboration schedule of irrigation efficiency</td>
<td>Regulation of irrigation information collection</td>
<td>Pressurized irrigation effectiveness evaluation among olive farmers in northern Iran</td>
<td>[32,72]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Development Prospects</th>
<th>Representative Cases of Actual Application and Systems</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AquaCrop</td>
<td>Accurate and efficient distribution planning of water resource</td>
<td>Impact assessment of adaptively alternate irrigation</td>
<td>Dynamic water allocation for converted paddy fields of Huai River in Anhui, China</td>
<td>[27,92]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SEBAL</td>
<td>Exploiting the self-learning ability for water distribution</td>
<td>Surface runoff and drainage control</td>
<td>Performance monitoring of water-saving irrigation and water conservancy project in Telangana, Indian Irrigation distribution uniformity analysis on a lateral-move crop irrigation system in Mato Grosso, Brazil</td>
<td>[8,54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>FAO-AZM</td>
<td>Adaptability in precision irrigation system</td>
<td>Water balance of agro-ecosystems</td>
<td>Irrigation scheduling optimization for vegetable cultivation in Nágáland, India</td>
<td>[33,98]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>MOPECO</td>
<td>Compatible resolution with farming management</td>
<td>Error control for irrigation scheduling Risk</td>
<td>Assessment of water distribution system efficiency for vegetable irrigation schedules in Lazio, Italy</td>
<td>[18,68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CROPWAT</td>
<td>Sustainable irrigation effectiveness management</td>
<td>Management of water scarcity in crop cultivation</td>
<td>Estimation of moisture evapotranspiration for an apple irrigation system in Venezuela</td>
<td>[23,93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MODFLOW</td>
<td>The generic and effective water allocation scheme</td>
<td>Waterdrop penetration</td>
<td>Surface irrigation performance for crop under water scarcity in Shamaliyah, Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>[40,78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>PSO-SVM</td>
<td>Synchronization between water allocation and mechanism adaptation Dynamic decision variable adjustment for irrigation system</td>
<td>Stable crop productivity and quality coefficients Infield infiltration prediction</td>
<td>Efficiency promotion of water use system for rice in Kano river irrigation, Nigeria Concentration degree prediction of drip irrigation effectiveness for orange cultivation in Guangdong, China</td>
<td>[77,91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>QUAL2K</td>
<td>Flexibility in water allocation and scheduling implementation</td>
<td>Dynamic irrigation process virtualization</td>
<td>Optimization of the irrigation water distribution for cotton cultivation in Liaoning, China</td>
<td>[66,85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>NSAE-ANFIS</td>
<td>Optimal production plan identification</td>
<td>Flexible irrigation scheduling and mechanism optimization</td>
<td>Optimization of the irrigation water distribution for cotton cultivation in Liaoning, China</td>
<td>[16,17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>DSS-FS</td>
<td>Optimal production plan identification</td>
<td>Flexible irrigation scheduling and mechanism optimization</td>
<td>Optimization of the irrigation water distribution for cotton cultivation in Liaoning, China</td>
<td>[28,66]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Eventually, according to the latest developments of these theoretical models and irrigation techniques, they could be applied conveniently into different cases of real-life irrigated agriculture, such as the impact evaluation of advanced irrigated agriculture on groundwater-recharge salinity [108,109], performance analysis of irrigated agricultural strategies [10], collaborative management of water resources distribution [111], and quantitative assessment on the water availability for practical irrigated agriculture [112], etc. Although the optimal water allocation policies for sustainable irrigated agriculture are still being studied [113], more endeavours have recently been made in the water-resource management of irrigated agriculture [114,115], risk assessment of drought impacts [116], and environmental irrigation adaption [117], and analyze the effects of urbanization and agricultural activities on groundwater levels and salinity [118]. In their research, Odeh et al. proposed an original conceptual model, which indicated that groundwater and its rate of abstraction is important to supply the increased
number of inhabitants and their activities. With the help of these novel investigations and practical tests in real-life irrigated agriculture, all the computation models and theoretical methods proposed, including the decision-support systems and mathematical algorithms, which related to water resource allocation and performance management of irrigation systems, could be employed effectively in actual irrigated agriculture, which returns productive profits and facilitates knowledge promotion in precision irrigation cases.

5. Conclusions

Precision irrigation represents an important shift in agricultural production. Water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness are representative water theoretical/technical domains that emphasize agricultural irrigation quality. Based on the comprehensive discussions of water allocation mechanism and integrative management effectiveness, we underline several research directions in precision irrigation that could lead to the following new developments:

- Data-oriented irrigation management integrating Artificial Intelligence (AI) functions and big data. Distributed learning could be integrated into a precision irrigation process to increase field productivity and environmental adaptability;
- performance-proven water allocation mechanism capable of constructing accurate and instantaneous irrigation scheduling schemes while guaranteeing a high quality of water resource allocation service;
- cloud-based management systems for precision irrigation, implementing irrigation scheduling and effectiveness prediction for multi-objective service operations by considering environmental information exchanges;
- sustainable precision irrigation able to adaptively control the water consumption and moisture infiltration in the soil field, while fully considering actual integrative management requirements.

Investigating these representative research directions helps to build sustainable, integrative, and evolutionary irrigation systems that could provide the higher quality and efficiency needed for the full application of precision irrigation. We provided a comprehensive outline of the latest research on the collaborative management of irrigation systems, the application characteristics, and the mechanism influences of precision irrigation. This review provides a theoretical and technical reference; the working principles of irrigation water allocation and the inherent mechanism of integrative management were fully revealed and clearly illustrated. Frontier topics such as data-oriented irrigation management, performance-proven water allocation, and cloud-based irrigation control are among the most critical areas to be further explored in the future development of precision irrigation.
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